Last Year
Last Year

- Almost three released Versions
- 2.5, 2.6, [2.7]
Last Year

- 3D Acceleration with virtio-gpu
- New target: TileGX
- Fast -kernel on x86/arm
- Postcopy live migration
- vIOMMU
- Mac OS 9 guest support
- Linux-user improvements
- ...
GSoC
• AF_VSOCK packet capture in Linux and Wireshark
  • Stefan Hajnoczi

• AMD IOMMU interrupt remapping and upstreaming
  • Jan Kiszka, Valentine Sinitsyn

• Serial Tablet for vintage operating systems
  • Gerd Hoffmann
GSoC

- MTTCG Memory Consistency
  - Alex Bennée
- Postcopy migration: Recovery from a broken network connection
  - Dave Gilbert
- qemu-img fuzzing and subcommand “dd”
  - Fam Zheng, Stefan Hajnoczi
Outreachy

- Qemu usb-mtp emulation
- Bandan Das
Top 9 Commit Companies

- Red Hat
- Linaro
- Individual
- IBM
- Imagination
- Citrix
- SUSE
- Xilinx
- ProfitBricks
Top 3 Individuals

1. Peter Maydell
2. Paolo Bonzini
3. Eric Blake

 Scores: 450, 338, 225

1. Peter Maydell
2. Paolo Bonzini
3. Kevin Wolf

 Scores: 900, 675, 450

1. Michael Tsirkin
2. Eric Blake
3. Peter Maydell

 Scores: 700, 525, 350
Next Year
Next Year

- MTTCG
- Spring Cleaning
- RISC-V
- VMBus devices
- ...